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Web-based visualization of 3D geospatialdata has long been an area of research
within the geospatial information community. It’s a
proven reliable and effective method for integrating het-
erogeneous data sets from different application domains
and communicating the contents to the user. Early
research used the Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) for creating 2.5D and 3D virtual worlds. Since
then, however, researchers have made significant
advances in geospatial information technology that could
potentially help improve Web-based 3D geographic infor-
mation systems (GISs). For example, the geospatial infor-
mation community has standardized
relational models for holding 3D spa-
tial data. Researchers have also made
significant advances in the develop-
ment of spatial database engines
such as MySQL (see http://www.
mysql.org), Oracle, and PostgreSQL/
PostGIS (see http://www.postgresql.
org). Furthermore, Sun Microsys-
tems’ Java3D offers new develop-
ments in Web-based 3D visualiza-
tion. Because of these advances, the
GIS community can potentially dis-
seminate both 3D spatial data and
functionality to anywhere on the
World Wide Web.
Although Web-based tools for 3D
hydrological,1 urban,2 and geologi-
cal modeling3 exist, they focus on
individual simulation models and extract data only from
specific data sources. Our study aimed to determine
whether existing technologies allowed for the develop-
ment of a Web-based GIS application that could offer
dynamic connectivity to conventional relational data-
base management systems (RDBMS) holding standard
3D geospatial data. By standard geospatial data we’re
referring to the Open Geospatial Consortium Simple Fea-
tures data model. The OGC is an international organiza-
tion that promotes interoperability between GISs and
their vendors. It’s allied to the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO), which has adopted the
Simple Features model as the ISO19125 specification.4
We’ve developed GeoDOVE, a Java3D-based prototype
system that retrieves geospatial data from conventional
spatial database servers, allows modification of the visu-
alization during runtime, and lets users remotely modi-
fy attributes using the Structured Query Language (SQL). 
GeoDOVE system architecture
The current version of VRML⎯VRML97⎯offers two
approaches for linking a 3D model to external programs
and data sources:
■ script nodes and 
■ the Java external authoring interface (EAI). 
Although the EAI provides a more flexible approach
to linking a VRML model to external programs than the
script node, vendors have found it particularly unstable
when implemented because the Java classes  varied
across vendors.5 A possible solution is a platform-inde-
pendent and Web-deployable 3D graphics environment.
Of the four rendering engines that we examined in our
study⎯DirectX, OpenGL, OpenGL Performer, and
Java3D⎯only Java3D met both requirements. 
The official GeoVRML Working Group has raised
other limitations of VRML and its geospatial extension,
GeoVRML (see http://www.geovrml.org). Support for
more coordinate systems, larger grid-based terrain rep-
resentation, data interchange, higher resolution, and
accuracy could overcome some of these limitations. The
GeoDOVE system addresses some of these issues. Its
architecture, shown in Figure 1, includes different spa-
tially enabled relational database engines and files
encoded in the Geography Markup Language. It current-
ly supports PostGIS, MySQL, and the ArcGIS Spatial
Database Engine (ArcSDE). These relational database
engines use the OGC’s Simple Features model for SQL
(SFS), shown in Figure 2, which is also implemented
within GeoDOVE’s internal geometry model. This pro-
vides convenient mappings between objects in the data
source and objects in the client application.
Spatial database servers allow
for the storage and access of 
3D geospatial data using Open
Geospatial Consortium
standards. The Geospatial
Database Online Visualization
Environment (GeoDOVE) is a
prototype 3D Web-based
geographic information system
that demonstrates how Java3D
can reduce bandwidth and
allow direct connectivity to
spatially enabled database
systems. 
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Using the Java database connectivity (JDBC) API,
GeoDOVE can connect to and send an SQL query to any
of these spatially enabled database engines. GeoDOVE
parses and reconstructs the query results into its own
internal geometry object model. Thus, rather than retriev-
ing data using the conventional select∗from layer
query, which retrieves all records in a table, we can use
more sophisticated SQL queries to filter the retrieved
records⎯for example, select field1, field2,
field3 from table1 where (field1 = 100 or
field1 = 200) and field3 like “A∗”. If the appli-
cation is connected to a spatially enabled database engine
such as PostGIS, GeoDOVE can invoke spatial queries on
the server⎯for example, select geom from geom_
table where distance(geom, geomfromtext
(‘point (100000 200000)’, −1)) < 100. This
capability lets the system use some of the spatial data-
base engines’ computational resources. Spatial compu-
tations can impose a significant load on the client if
performed on the client machine. In contrast, server-side
spatial computations let the user send spatially enabled
SQL queries to the server. The server sends the resultant
layers back to the client, where they require no further
processing. 
The JDBC also makes writing to the data source
possible. For example, the user could add a field
that stores the 3D distance from a particular point
to each 3D shape in the data source. GeoDOVE
then calculates the 3D distance using Java3D and
updates the database through the SQL commands
alter tableand set. The ability to write back
to a database also makes persistent storage of pro-
ject information possible. This information
includes references to all previously loaded lay-
ers, symbol settings, and the viewer’s last known
position and orientation. Most viewers for VRML,
X3D, and other 3D file formats don’t offer facilities
for such persistent storage.
The SFS model, the basis of the ISO19125
standard, defines a basic interface for vector
geospatial data types such as Points,
LineStrings, and Polygons. This means
that GISs that implement SFS encode their vec-
tor geometries in much the same way, although
sometimes with different names for certain
geometries. For example, PostGIS and MySQL
use the well-known text format for returning
geometries as ASCII text. Thus, they both refer
to a concatenation of line segments as a
LineString, or a MultiLineString for
concatenation of multiple LineStrings. In
contrast, ArcSDE refers to a similar geometry
type as a Polyline. 
A major limitation of VRML is that it doesn’t handle
double-precision floating-point numbers, offering only
single-precision floating-point numbers. Because geo-
graphical data⎯particularly grid or geographical ref-
erences⎯is often supplied in double-precision numbers,
this limitation results in the loss of positional accuracy.5
GeoVRML supports the use of a single, static local coor-
dinate system for dealing with floating-point limitations.
Comparatively, Java3D offers both single- and double-
precision floating-point positioning⎯from Point3f
and Point3d classes, respectively⎯and therefore
maintains positional accuracy. The geospatial compo-
nent of X3D, VRML’s successor, will also offer double-
precision floating-point numbers. 
Each geometry feature or feature collection in SFS 
contains a reference to a defined coordinate system, the
spatial reference system (SRS). Typically, the server en-
codes geographic information using either a geodetic
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1 The GeoDOVE system architecture.
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coordinate system (GCS), for longitude, latitude, and
altitude; or a projected coordinate system (PCS), for
easting, northing, and height. Java3D implements a geo-
centric Cartesian coordinate system (CSS), for x, y, and
z. The European Petroleum Survey Group (EPSG)—an
international authority in geodesy and SRS—recom-
mends that to transform coordinates from PCS to CSS,
a user should first transform the coordinates to GCS.6
Spatial database engines such as PostGIS and ArcSDE
allow for server-side coordinate transformations, letting
users retrieve data sets in any GCS, including the com-
monly used World Geodetic System 1984. GeoDOVE
exploits these server-side coordinate transformations
by specifying WGS84 as its SRS in an SQL request⎯for
example, select transform(geom, 4326) as
geom from geom_table. After GeoDOVE has
retrieved the data, but prior to rendering, it converts it
from WGS84 (EPSG code 4326) to CSS (x, y, z) coordi-
nates using formulas recommended by the EPSG. Con-
version to CSS therefore occurs on the client side but is
transparent to the user. 
GeoVRML currently supports only three coordinate
systems, 21 ellipsoids, and one geoid. PostGIS and
ArcSDE each define more than 2,000 unique SRSs, more
than both GeoVRML and X3D. Furthermore, spatial
database engines define SRS using several parameters,
including semimajor axis, inverse flattening, latitude of
origin, and central meridian. Thus, each spatial data-
base engine can include new SRS definitions.
From OGC to Java3D geometry
Java3D programs create 3D shapes by instantiating
the Shape3D class. Shape3D objects consist of 
Geometry and Appearance objects. Using geometry
objects, GeoDOVE can represent vector MultiPolygon
and MultiLineString geometries by extruding 
the LineStringand LinearRing subclasses (see Fig-
ure 2 for the SFS model). It can display extruded
LineStringsas flat walls by creating geometries from
either TriangleArray or the QuadArray classes of
the Java3D API. The TriangleArray object renders
the array of vertices as individual triangles⎯each group
of three vertices defining a triangle to be rendered. Thus,
two triangular planes represent each line segment along
the polygon. The QuadArray object renders the array
of vertices as individual rectangles. Therefore, each line
segment has two fewer Point3f or Point3d
objects when using a QuadArray than when using 
a TriangleArray. 
Figure 3a shows four vertices and their order within
a LineString object. To extrude the LineString,
GeoDOVE adds two vertices to each pair of adjacent
vertices in a line segment (defined as two adjacent ver-
tices in a LineString). The result is a set of four ver-
tices defining a four-sided wall for each line segment in
the original LineString, as Figure 3b shows. Figure 4
shows polygons extruded using the QuadArray class.
Whereas LineStrings don’t need a roof structure,
GeoDOVE completes each extruded LinearRing by
creating a roof that adopts the polygonal base’s shape.
As a result, GeoDOVE extrudes LinearRing objects
following the procedure illustrated in Figure 3.
GeoDOVE creates roof models using the Java3D 
GeometryInfo class to decompose a multisided poly-
gon into a group of triangles. 
Lastly, for SFS Point features, the user can choose to
render point geometry as a sphere, an extruded circle
(vertical cylinder), or a predefined model such as a
tree.
After computing the extruded LineString or 
LinearRing coordinates, GeoDOVE calculates nor-
mals to each triangular plane so the rendering engine
can shade the plane according to the defined lighting
parameters. Each triangular plane’s normal is equal to
the cross product of the vectors defined by the triangle’s
vertices. The cross product of two vectors gives a vector
that is orthogonal to both. The Java3D vecmath library
offers functions for 3D and 4D vector calculations and
can thus be used to compute normals. For objects creat-
ed using the GeometryInfo class (such as rooftops),
the NormalGenerator class lets GeoDOVE automat-
ically compute normals. We observed, however, that the
algorithm used by the NormalGeneratorwas compu-
tationally expensive for large-scale urban visualization,
so computed normals directly using Vector3f classes
from the vecmath library.
For databases that store georeferenced raster data,
the TriangleStripArray class lets users create a
surface, such as a digital elevation model (DEM). Each
TriangleStripArrayobject defines an array of ver-
tices as a set of connected triangle strips. Each strip spec-
ifies the vertices that define a series of triangles. Figure
5 shows a DEM created from raster data and draped
with elevation color shading. GeoDOVE retrieves the
raster data set as a single complete grid from the data-
base engine. Once the raster data set is on the client side,
GeoDOVE decomposes it into smaller 2,048 × 2,048-
pixel images and renders it onto similar-sized DEMs.
GeoDOVE adds these smaller DEMs’ geometries to the
Shape3D object representing the complete raster. This
entire process is transparent to the user. Performing
raster decomposition on the client machine helps over-
come the issue of terrain representation encountered
when rendering raster DEMs using GeoVRML. The
GeoVRML Working Group highlighted the significant
load on bandwidth when transmitting several millions
of polygons over the Internet. The client-side decompo-
sition of the raster grid alleviates some of the load on
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bandwidth and thus demonstrates another major ben-
efit of Java3D-based applets. 
After creating the smaller raster grids, GeoDOVE ren-
ders each grid cell as two triangular planes. For each
vertex on these triangular planes, the system must com-
pute a texture coordinate. These provide mappings from
texture coordinate space to geometry space. Java 3D
offers the TexCoordGeneration class for automati-
cally computing texture coordinates. As Java3D scales
the two axes in texture coordinate space from zero to
one, GeoDOVE generates the texture coordinates for
each vertex (x, y) using:
S coordinate = planeS ∗ x + sOffset 
T coordinate = planeT ∗ y + tOffset
where planeS = 1/(maxx − minx); planeT = 1/(maxy −
miny); sOffset = −minx ∗ planeS; tOffset = −miny ∗ 
planeT; minx = minimum x coordinate; miny = mini-
mum y coordinate; maxx = maximum x coordinate; and
maxy = maximum y coordinate.
Performance evaluation
Comparing 3D Web-based GISs is difficult because
their functionality varies significantly. For example,
native Web-based 3D viewers are faster because they
run directly from the client, whereas Java3D applets are
slightly slower because they run from a Java virtual
machine.7 The JavaVM runs on the client, resulting in a
three-tier model instead of the two-tier native model.
However, Java3D offers advanced functionality, includ-
ing the ability to upload VRML and other 3D file for-
mats.8 Consequently, to determine whether our
architecture offers acceptable system performance, we
based our evaluation on the widely accepted 10-second
limit for keeping users’ attention on a task.9 Our evalu-
ation aimed to show that GeoDOVE performs tasks with-
in this 10-second limit. Because data load directly affects
system performance, we also evaluated GeoDOVE with
different sized data sets. The data sets included a range
of both raster and vector geospatial layers, varying in
size and extent, to simulate a complete geospatial visu-
alization. As an additional performance indicator, the
evaluation also included monitoring the frame rate as
the user navigated through the visualization.
The client machines were Windows PCs with 3.0-
GHz Intel processors. We ran the applet from a Java
1.5 VM. We separated the tasks into data upload and
visualization operations. The upload timer started at
the moment a client sent a data set request to the serv-
er. The visualization timer started when the user told
the system to start creating the 3D geometry (a DEM
from raster data or extruded polygons from vector
data). 
Figure 6a (next page) shows the results from the
upload and visualization of vector data as extruded poly-
gons. The vector file sizes ranged from 0.4 Mbytes for
1,000 polygons to 15.2 Mbytes for 14,000 polygons. To
improve objectivity, the vector layers had coincidental
centers; thus, every large file contained all polygons in
files smaller than it. We selected the city of Newcastle
upon Tyne as the study area because of its high building
density, as Figure 7 shows. Figure 6b shows results for
the upload and visualization of raster data as a DEM. 
Results
As Figure 6a illustrates, for vector files of up to 12,500
polygons (10 Mbytes in size), the application extrudes
polygons within the accepted 10-second (10,000-
millisecond) limit. Vector file uploading is slightly faster
than vector extrusion, particularly as the number of
polygons increases (the uploading stage exceeds the
limit specified only when the number of polygons is
greater than 13,000 polygons, or 11 Mbytes). Expect-
edly, complex polygons such as St. James’ Park stadium
(see Figure 7) took longer to upload or extrude because
of the higher numbers of vertices. DEM creation from
raster data sets was significantly faster and more con-
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4 Visualization with buildings presented as extruded polygons.
5 Digital elevation model using color shading.
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stant than raster upload, as Figure 6b indicates. Surpris-
ingly, DEM creation from raster data sets never appears
to reach the 10-second limit. Instead, raster upload
exceeds our limit for files larger than 2,100 × 2,100 pix-
els (15 Mbytes in size). 
The frame rate we observed during the vector data
set rendering ranged from 19 to 34 frames per second
(fps). We recorded the lower frame rate only when dis-
playing all buildings at once. We observed the higher
value when flying through the extruded buildings. This
range in frame rate is acceptable because, as Selman
notes in Java 3D Programming, “for smooth animation,
a rate of 20 fps or more is desirable.”7 Reducing the Java
applet’s size to approximately 500 × 500 pixels appeared
to improve performance. Rendering raster data sets on
flat polygons produced the highest frame rate (61 fps);
however, draping raster data sets on DEMs reduced the
frame rate to approximately 23 fps. We attribute this
decrease in frame rate to the higher number of triangles
inherent in a DEM. As before, the frame rate increases
when flying through the DEM because there are fewer
triangles to render in the field of view. 
Conclusion
Our prototype can connect to heterogeneous relation-
al databases. It reads the geospatial data directly from
the RDBMS without needing either middleware or
translation into intermediary 3D modeling languages.
We can alter the appearance of 3D shapes created in the
virtual world during runtime, making the 3D visualiza-
tion dynamic even after the system has retrieved the
data from the RDBMS. GeoDOVE’s direct connectivity to
spatially enabled RDBMSs demonstrates a significant
advantage of using Java3D for geovisualization, because
it allows for server-side coordinate transformations
between the WGS84 system and more than 2,000 spa-
tial reference systems. Likewise, client-side raster
decomposition highlights a significant benefit of using
Java3D for geovisualization, because it reduces the load
on bandwidth. 
Java3D’s capabilities address some of the issues raised
by the GeoVRML Working Group with regard to VRML
and GeoVRML. We thus conclude that Java3D can sup-
port Web-based 3D geospatial visualization of vector
and raster files. Further research could investigate the
relationship between response time and increasing
processor speed. Results from such research could help
researchers predict the speed of Java3D-based WebGISs
on faster future machines. ■
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